KANGOUROU ENGLISH COMPETITION

LEVEL 5-6

For each question 1-5, read and choose the correct answer.

Read the first sentence. For the second sentence, choose the best answer for each gap (6-10) so that the meaning
stays the same.
6. I have been on holiday for a week.
I ……….. on holiday a week ago.
A) went
B) have been

C) have gone

7. My parents don’t allow me to buy products online.
My parents don’t let ……….. products online.
A) me to buy
B) me buy
C) me buying
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8. I think she made me late for school intentionally.
I think she made me late for school ……….. .
A) on purpose
B) in purpose

C) with purpose

9. My daily routine includes 30 minutes of jogging.
I …………. for a 30-minute run every day.
A) go
B) take

C) make

10. This is where my parents sleep.
This is my ………….. bedroom.
A) parent
B) parent’s

C) parents’

Read the following descriptions of after-school clubs for young people. For each question(11-15)
choose the book that would be suitable for each teenager.

11. Sandra is a very busy girl and her free time is so precious. She is interested in taking up a hobby that is fun but at
the same time involves some exercise. Sandra should join ………. .
A) Good Will Drama Club
B) Biking Club
C) Computer Club
D) Graphic Books and Comics Club
E) Dance to Stay Fit Club
12. George is a backgammon enthusiast. He already belongs to the board games club. He would really like to take up
something which is more active. Unfortunately, Mondays are out of the question for him. George should join ……… .
A) Good Will Drama Club
B) Biking Club
C) Computer Club
D) Graphic Books and Comics Club
E) Dance to Stay Fit Club
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13. Leila is a very creative young girl. She just loves drawing and everyone says she is really good at it. She would like
her talent to help her get better at writing stories. Leila should join …….. .
A) Good Will Drama Club
B) Biking Club
C) Computer Club
D) Graphic Books and Comics Club
E) Dance to Stay Fit Club
14. John would like to be a writer one day. His dream is to write for the cinema or for theatre companies. John should
join ……….. .
A) Good Will Drama Club
B) Biking Club
C) Computer Club
D) Graphic Books and Comics Club
E) Dance to Stay Fit Club
15. Mike just loves his PC. His great passion is video games. His mum would like him to spend his time doing some more
homework. Mike should join ……….. .
A) Good Will Drama Club
B) Biking Club
C) Computer Club
D) Graphic Books and Comics Club
E) Dance to Stay Fit Club

Read the sentences. For each space (16-25), choose the correct answer.
16. You’d better ……….. out! If you are not careful, you might fall and break something.
A) watch
B) stay
C) leave
17. The Smiths are very ……… of their new car.
A) pleased
B) fond
C) happy
18. Right now I am ………. on my bed reading your letter.
A) seating
B) sitting
C) set
19. My public speaking coach has ……… me to be more confident.
A) made
B) encouraged
C) said
20. I would like us to talk about our flight and ……. up.
A) do
B) stay
C) make
21. Hot chocolate was once drunk only ………… the rich.
A) to
B) by
C) from
22. In some private schools, students have to ……….. very high fees.
A) pay
B) cost
C) charge
23. Children should be free to make …….. own decisions.
A) there
B) their
C) many
24. He is one year younger …….. most of his classmates.
A) then
B) that
C) than
25. Putting honey on a burn makes it ………… more quickly.
A) heal
B) hill
C) heel
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Read the text. For each question (26-30), choose the correct answer.

Talkative trees
They might seem like they are indifferent to what is going on around them, standing tall
and silent, but trees actually communicate with each other. Forest ecologists have been
studying how trees use fungi ‒ organisms that include mushrooms but can also be
microscopic, like dust ‒ to share resources and send chemical messages to other trees. If you
are a mother you will naturally recognize your children and try to protect and support them.
Trees do the same thing by making room for their baby-trees, which they recognize as their
own. However, when the tree close to them is not related to them, they will be competitive
and try to get as much light and food from the environment, without caring if the other trees
suffer. Are you surprised by how smart trees can be? There’s more! Acacia trees can warn
each other of danger. When enemy animals like antelopes start to munch on its leaves, the tree
starts to produce a substance in higher levels than normal. This substance is toxic to animals.
The Acacia tree which is being attacked by an antelope will then start producing a cloud of gas
that travels through the air. When it reaches other trees, these too will know they need to start
producing the substance that is bad for antelopes. Next time you are hiking in a forest, try to
look more closely. You might actually catch a few trees having a conversation!
26. Fungi are used be trees to ……….. .
A) kill other plants

B) send substances to each other

27. If two trees are part of the same family, they will ………… .
A) compete with each other
B) support each other
28. A mother will ………….. .
A) create space for its baby tree

C) make sounds

C) suffocate each other

B) put its branches around its baby tree C) not know which tree is their baby

29. Antelopes are the enemies of acacia trees because …………… .
A) they eat their leaves
B) they poison the trees

C) they sleep under the trees

30. Acacia trees produce a special gas in order to ……….. .
A) distract enemies
B) send messages to other trees

C) communicate with humans
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